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Capital raised from defined
contribution pensions is on the rise 
and interest in tapping this retail
source has increased significantly. 
It’s a sign the industry is preparing
for a move away from defined benefit
plans. However, the costs — financial
and organizational — are large, and
as real estate investment managers
continue to diversify their product
offering to existing institutional
clients, the question remains how to
further drive enterprise efficiency.
Erin Green and Josh Anbil of 
FPL Associates talk to NAREIM
about the shift to retail capital,
industry diversification and the
results of the NAREIM–FPL Associates 
2019 Global Management Survey.

By Zoe Hughes

The

SHIFTto

RETAIL
capital
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W e’ve seen a real increase in the
importance attached to
understanding, and raising capital
from, more retail sources,
including those of defined

contribution (DC) pension plans. Why should we be
paying attention to this?
Erin Green (EG): I think what you’re seeing right now is an
industry in preparation for the future. Today, institutional
investors [largely managing defined benefit (DB) plans] still
represent by far the lion’s share of capital. However, there’s a
recognition from managers that the investor landscape is very
likely going to change over the next ten, 20, 30 years and that
the traditional institutional capital sources, pensions in
particular, may not be the dominant sources of capital that
they are today.

In response to that, firms are positioning themselves in a
way that will allow them to more effectively access the retail
capital channel in the future. There’s this entire investor
channel that, on the one hand, represents a massive quantum
of largely untapped capital. But, on the other hand, it has a
whole host of complexities and challenges in terms of how you

access it. So if you’re a manager, you’d better get moving now,
because it’s going to take a while to figure it out and get your
system to be a well-oiled machine.

On a dollar basis, what does this mean for capital
raised from more retail sources?
EG: In terms of aggregate capital being raised, retail and high-
net-worth capital still represents a blip on the radar relative to
institutional capital. In aggregate across the industry, we’re
still talking about less than 5% of capital coming from those
types of sources. However, there’s an acknowledgement and a
recognition that the ability of traditional sources of capital
such as public pension funds and some corporate pension
funds, to invest in these types of vehicles in 20 years, will likely
not be what it has been historically.

So it’s less that today the pensions and the other more
traditional institutional investors are putting in less money —
quite the opposite in fact — than an acknowledgement that going
forward they will play a lesser role. And if you can be successful
in figuring out how to access retail capital, you’re going to be
much better positioned to be successful going forward than the
firms who don’t figure out how to bridge that gap. 
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How do you access retail capital?

Parent company
sales force (13%)

In-house real estate
capital raising team (67%)

How important will retail capital be to
your business over the next three years?

Not important 
at all (12%)

Very
important

 (38%)

Somewhat
important (50%)

External/
third-party distribution

 platform (20%)

Erin Green is a Senior Director in the
management consulting group within 
FPL Associates.

Josh Anbil is the President — Consulting at 
FPL Associates.

Participants:

1. Retail capital — 
access and 
importance
Of the participants that raised 
retail/high-net-worth capital in 2018, 
the vast majority did so through their 
in-house real estate capital raising 
team. It is also notable that 88% of 
participants indicated that retail 
capital will be somewhat or very 
important to their business over 
the next three years.

Source: 2019 NAREIM–FPL Associates Global Management Survey.
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How do you define retail capital?
EG: I’m defining retail capital as individual investors who do
not fall into the high-net-worth category, where individual
investors can afford to write $250,000 checks or more. These
are average, everyday people investing via personal brokerage
accounts, 401(k) plans or other similar structures. 

This is something we track in the NAREIM–FPL
Associates Global Management Survey. Talk us
through the numbers for capital raising.
EG: Looking at the firms who responded to the survey this year
and last year, slightly over 60% reported an increase in capital
raised and, in aggregate, about 5% more was raised in terms of
total volume this year relative to last year. It’s a strong positive
trend in terms of capital raising indicating that there is still
strong demand for commercial real estate.

Specific to the retail side of the equation, we asked a
question in the survey regarding the importance of retail
capital to the future of participants’ businesses. A total of
38% responded that retail capital was “very important” to
their business versus 33% last year. Conversely, the
percentage of firms that indicated that retail capital is “not at
all important” decreased from 15% to 12% year over year
(see Exhibit 1). 

These are modest changes because they’re year-over-year
shifts, but what it illustrates is a clear trend in the industry
toward greater recognition of the importance retail capital will
likely play in the future.

Is that shift translating into new products being
offered to DC plans?
EG: Yes. Last year, 5% of survey participants reported having
a daily-valued vehicle specifically targeted to defined
contribution plans. That’s up to 13% this year (see Exhibit 2).
It’s a big shift in terms of firms that have one of those
dedicated vehicles. 

Moreover, among survey participants with a DC product, a
total of $1.8 billion was raised in 2018 versus $1 billion raised
in 2017, representing an 80% year-over-year increase. This is
consistent with what we’re hearing from clients with DC
products who report a notable acceleration in terms of capital
raising and acceptance among plan sponsors. This is indicative
of a broader shift of real estate continuing to become a more
accepted institutional asset class, in particular among 401(k)
plan sponsors who seem to be getting more comfortable with
the asset class as a viable investment alternative for inclusion
in professionally managed funds. It is almost always included
in a target date fund or similar vehicle as opposed to a
standalone investment option. 

Are you seeing other new emerging sources of capital
coming into private real estate?
EG: While the sources from retail capital and high-net-worth
investors are very small, at 4% and 1%, respectively (see
Exhibit 3), we noted that the “other” category this year is
significant; it was 15% of the total capital raised. So, we asked
what comprised “other.” 

Do you offer a daily-valued private 
real estate product targeted
to defined contribution investors?

No (87%)

Yes  (13%)
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2. Retail capital — 
daily-valued defined
contribution product
13% of participants currently offer 
a daily-valued real estate product 
that is targeted to defined 
contribution investors.

Source: 2019 NAREIM–FPL Associates Global Management Survey.



A lot of firms said interval funds, which are an indirect way
of accessing retail capital. 

Even though [the amount of capital raised through DC-
focused and interval funds] is still not to the order of the
magnitude of that raised from institutional investors, we are
seeing more DC vehicles and more avenues emerge for
accessing retail capital. What this means is that, as an
industry, we are starting to see some success in new capital
raising channels. 

THE RISE OF INTERVAL FUNDS

Briefly describe how interval funds work.
EG: There are all kinds of interval funds out there investing in
a variety of asset classes, but for our purposes I’ll focus on
those dedicated to real estate. These funds are professionally
managed vehicles investing in private real estate funds, but
with a liquidity sleeve typically made up of public REITs.
Historically, interval funds are open-ended, perpetual life
vehicles, and very core-oriented. 

The really interesting part is the level of success these funds
have had in terms of capital raising. When we first looked at
the three largest real estate interval funds just a couple of years
ago, in aggregate they had $300 million in net assets. Today
these same three funds have nearly $8 billion in net assets.
This matches commentary from ODCE [NCREIF Fund Index —
Open End Diversified Core Equity] fund managers that

suggests capital flows from interval fund managers have been
increasing by orders of magnitude over the past couple of years
and, to date, show no signs of slowing. 

The question is, because interval funds are relatively new,
what happens when the market slows down and you have
retail investors who may or may not understand real estate
cycles? Are you going to get a big run to the window trying to
cash out and redeem? So there are some outstanding question
marks around the ability to withstand the cycles. 

What does it mean to the fund manager
organizationally? What are the risks with interval funds?
EG: Organizationally, interval funds are incredibly low impact.
The downside is, if you’re the manager, you don’t control it. The
funding organization decides which managers are on their
platform. You are therefore not controlling the capital, and you
are also splitting capital with ten of your closest competitors.

Are you therefore seeing investment managers raise
capital directly from retail sources?
EG: Most investment managers are of the mindset that,
ultimately, they want to control their own destiny and not rely
solely on third parties for distribution. That’s why you see firms
also pursuing the path of being able to access retail/high-net-
worth capital directly, but there are huge implications for the
organization in doing so. 

Cultivating the ability to directly access the highly
fragmented broker-dealer and registered investment adviser
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Breakdown by investor type

‘Other’ includes funds of funds, charities, corporate investors, employees and other asset managers.

Public pension
funds
(39%)

Corporate
pensions

(12%)

Taft-
Hartley
funds
(2%)

Foundations/endowments
(2%)

High-net-worth investors
(1%)

Retail
 investors

(4%)

Banks/insurance
companies

(20%)

Sovereign
wealth funds

(4%)

Other
(15%)

3. Breakdown of 
capital commitments 
by investor type
Unlike the previous year where 
banks/insurance companies eclipsed 
public pension funds, there is a 
reversion to past years where public 
pension funds were once again the top 
source of capital commitments in 2018.

Note: Figures may not foot due to rounding.
Source: 2019 NAREIM–FPL Associates Global Management Survey.
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networks requires a dramatically different model than calling on
institutional clients. Because most investment managers are
heavily oriented toward institutional capital, the requisite
investor facing teams tend to be fairly small — a couple of
individuals for the small to mid-sized firms and a dozen or so for
the larger platforms. That is a far cry from the number of boots
on the ground required to effectively cover hundreds of regional
broker-dealer offices across the country. You have to have a
substantial team to effectively call along those channels.

It’s a huge investment and one that may very well be
necessary for the future. But it’s a tough decision to make for a
lot of firms, and especially if you’re a mid-cap private equity
real estate firm. This requires a substantial re-working of your
whole capital raising structure and the administration of that
capital will also be very different. 

Will this mean new roles — indeed a new organization
chart — for real estate investment management firms?
Josh Anbil (JA): The administration required to service these
different types of investors is going to lead to different positions
and more people than a traditional money manager model,
which would be relatively new, at least for most firms.

If you’re stuck in the middle relative to size right now, on
the one hand it’s useful because you probably have a flagship
strategy that has been your bread and butter for years and
perhaps you’ve broadened your capabilities to play on different
points, whether it’s the return spectrum, or by creating
separate accounts or creating an open-ended fund. But I think

what’s happening now is the cost of broadening your business,
including covering retail investors, is substantial. And it’s a
longer-term investment.

A lot of these firms that have billions of dollars invested
into management. They’re sizable and they’re often servicing
the biggest investors out there in the DB space. But can they
realistically shift gears into a totally different area and spend
the money up front versus a company that’s part of a much
larger financial institution that has those relationships, has
the infrastructure, or at least the playbook that allows them
to do that? 

DIVERSIFICATION AT PLAY: BY THE QUADRANTS

One key trend we’ve seen from past Global
Management Surveys is an increasing desire to
diversify product offerings, not just in terms of
property types and risk spectrum, but real estate
quadrants — private versus public, debt versus equity.
Is that continuing?
EG: Yes. In the 2019 survey, firms active in just one or two
quadrants comprised 76% of responses versus 83% in 2015.
You’re starting to see that tick down. Likewise, firms that are
active in three or four quadrants is now 22% whereas that was
17% back in 2015 (see Exhibit 4).

It takes time to launch a new product, but you’re definitely
seeing a slow industry shift, which supports what we know

4. Investment asset
classes/quadrants
Direct equity, direct debt, public equity 
(REIT securities) and public debt (CMBS) 
are typically seen as real estate’s four
“quadrants” for investment purposes. 
Most participants invest in one or two of 
these quadrants, and nearly all invest in
direct equity.

Note: Figures may not foot due to rounding.
Source: 2019 NAREIM–FPL Associates Global Management Survey.

Percentage of participants employing the 
following investment quadrants

Breakdown of firms by number of 
investment quadrants

1 quadrant
(42%)

3 quadrants
(16%)

2 quadrants
(36%)

All 4 quadrants
(5%)

Direct equity Direct debt Public equity Public debt

% of firms

96%

56%

18% 15%



anecdotally to be true, which is more debt offerings, more
movement up and down the risk/return spectrum, and people
really trying to diversify their product offerings.

That product expansion can take different forms, but what
we hear consistently is firms are really trying to get away from
being one thing. They want diversification, they want to better
respond to investor demands, they want more stabilized fee
streams to support business continuity, and in most cases
they’re responding to the opportunities that are in front of
them. It might be a firm having a great contact in Europe and
thinking that they can build out a successful business there. It
might be that a firm has a couple of key investors who want
them to do a core club vehicle, so they’re going to start there. 

It takes different forms but, again, the underlying driver is,
we don’t want to be just a single, sequential fund manager.

Not all managers can become a one-stop shop. What
pitfalls should managers avoid as they look to become
more diversified?
EG: You have to be very strategic about how you diversify. You
can’t go out and overnight be all things to all investors. If you
are historically just a value-added sequential fund manager,
with a closed-end vehicle, there’s no way to go out and all of a
sudden also have a debt offering and a securities offering and
an open-ended vehicle and a core offering and an opportunistic
fund. It’s too much.

There are adjacencies when it comes to investment
strategies, and then there are totally new product lines. 

An adjacency could be the key investor for a sequential
value-added manager asking you to create a core or core-plus
separate account. That’s relatively easy for a firm to take on. 

It gives the manager a lot of benefits in terms of more stable
income streams, product diversification, increasing enterprise
value and creating other ways to incentivize employees. It also
keeps them active in the market, so it allows for more access to
investment opportunities. Those adjacent products are
relatively easy to introduce and that’s how most firms start
with their diversification efforts. That’s a first step outside of
the sequential fund manager model.

And then you see the bigger shifts from historical strategy
or product offerings. That might be a traditionally equity-
focused, closed-end investment manager launching an open-
ended debt vehicle. It might be a historically U.S.-focused
investor launching a global strategy. These types of new
products can work, but the chances of success are greatly
improved if the firm has some reasonable level of track record
to cite as proof of concept or competency. It usually starts with
doing some of those investments in the flagship vehicle, and
the firm can expand once it proves itself. 

But you have to do it strategically. You can’t go do all things
at once. You have to say, where are we best positioned if we
want to do a new product line that’s not just an adjacency to
what we do today? Where are we best positioned to do that?
Where do we see the market opportunity? Where do we see the
investor appetite? Where do the economics make sense for us?

You also have to stay focused and really throw the
organization into making this work. Some firms are able to do
that; others spread their attention too thin and they try to do too
much. And then it’s really hard to do any one thing effectively
because there are mixed messages in the market and your
people don’t know where they’re supposed to prioritize.

It has to be incremental. Otherwise, it just doesn’t work. u
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